Addition of Support for MCUs in V2.05.00 of the Renesas Flash Programmer

Support for further MCUs has been added in V2.05.00 of the Renesas Flash Programmer, a software tool for programming flash memory. Refer to the URL below for an overview of the Renesas Flash Programmer.

https://www.renesas.com/rfp

1. Addition of Supported MCUs
   Support for the MCUs listed below has been added.

1.1 RH850 family
   RH850/F1H group
   R7F701502, R7F701503, R7F701508, and R7F701513

   RH850/F1L group
   R7F701026, R7F701047, R7F701048, R7F701050, R7F701051, R7F701052, and R7F701055

1.2 RX family
   RX71M group
   R5F571MF, R5F571MG, R5F571MJ, and R5F571ML

2. Obtaining the Evaluation Software
   If you wish to evaluate the functions and performance of the product before purchasing the commercial version of the software, download the evaluation version of the software from the URL below.
   https://www.renesas.com/tool_evaluation

3. Purchasing the Software
   To order the software, contact your local Renesas Electronics marketing office or distributor with the following information.
   Product name: Renesas Flash Programmer, a software tool for
programming flash memory
Order model name: R0C00000FDW12R

Regarding the prices, contact your local Renesas Electronics marketing office or distributor.
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